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A Selection of ArtiStS’ BookS By Women
 
1.  [Bo Press Miniature Books] 
Sweet, Pat. 
At the fleA circuS. 
Riverside, CA: Bo Press Miniature Books, 2011. 
Number 9 of 50 copies. Signed and numbered by book artist Pat Sweet. 
A charming and inventive miniature pop-up book that Includes 8 circus 
act pop-ups, a removable souvenir program, several reproductions of 
advertising posters, a complete program, a list of performers, and the 
performers themselves (tucked away in tiny envelopes inside the back 
cover). “Brave Hercule performs the Dangerous High Dive into but a 

thimbleful of water! The Dauntless Afrit puts three gigantic wild roaches through their paces, 
controlling the fierce insects with only a hair-thin whip and his own 
iron will! In the breathless finale, the beautiful Madame Zenobia 
performs UPSIDE DOWN upon the high wire, a full inch above the 
tanbark! Come one, come all! The greatest show on earth that  will 
fit in your pocket!” (book artist). Bound in gold on black Japanese 
paper with printed paper title labels to spine and boards. In 
matching slipcase. 34 pages. 2 1/8 x 1 5/8 inches, slipcase is 2 3/8 
x 1 7/8 inches. We hesitate to call this book darling, but it is and is 
in fine condition. (#30740)  
$250

2.  Burrell, Ginger. 
counter / SurveillAnce. 
Morgan Hill, CA: [Midnight Moon 
Press], 2015. 
Number 3 of 10 copies. Ginger Burrell 
is an innovative book artist who 
discovered that artists’ books, through 
their endless form and flexibility, 
provide her with the medium she needs 
to explore topical subjects and issues. 
Her technology background further 

informs her work. “Counter/Surveillance explores the social and personal consequences of having 
cameras everywhere. Not only are we being recorded by our governments and businesses, but we are 
also constantly being photographed with camera phones – both with and without our knowledge. Our 
images are posted and transmitted with no regard to permission or privacy. In Counter/Surveillance 
the reader is being watched while he is watching someone – a reminder that our culture has become 
one of ubiquitous image capture and exchange” (artist’s statement). Counter/Surveillance is a complex 
production that combines text and technology to address her subject. The book is a Coptic bound 
volume with original poetry and photographs, and an inset video screen with a film of an eye watching 
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the reader. The poems are printed in binary 
form on the left and the converted text is 
on the right. Bound Coptic binding in black 
and cream patterned cloth, with the video 
screen on the left and the book opening on 
the right. Laser printed on Hammermill Color 
Copy Digital Cover. Housed in a custom black 
cloth covered box along with a charger for the 
eye video. In fine condition. Book is 6 x 8 1/4 
inches; Box is 8 x 11 1/2 inches. Fine. (#30671) 
$500

4.  Childs, Lucy. 
WhAtever hAppened to louiSA. 
Lucy Childs, 2016. 
A unique embroidered artists’ 
book with a murder mystery 
theme. Lucy’s exquisite 
embroidered books are 
inspired by her “exploration 
of the history, craft, and 

culture of early American and British sewing samplers, made mostly by young girls to learn the practical 
craft of sewing but also to learn letters and spelling. Many old and antique samplers included text or 
images in memory of family members who had died.” Lucy’s painstakingly beautiful books are a fitting 
tribute to and continuation of the craft she honors. Her previous unique books can be found in several 
artists’ book collections Although this book is not precisely a memorial to Louisa, it does document 
her mysterious death. The book is held in a grey wool folded covering with Lucy’s name stitched on 
the first interior fold. Its front cover depicts an embroidered willow tree encircling Louisa’s name, and 
the interior folds are embroidered with a knife and a lake scene. The story is told mostly through 
images that are revealed as the book’s pages are unfolded. The first embroidered linen interior panel 
says “Whatever happened to Louisa?” Two knives are embroidered and under three purple flowering 
branches. The second panel has two intricately embroidered crosses, one surrounded by flowers and 
the other pierced by two knives on wings. The third panel also has two cross shapes: the first is a tatted 
insert and the second includes an embroidered floor plan of a home interior with ominous foot prints 
leading upstairs to a bedroom. The fourth inner panel is embroidered with a lake scene that has a 
mysterious item near one shore. Is it a boat or is it a coffin? The words “And flights of angels sing thee 
to thy rest” are stitched along the lake’s other bank. The book’s four outer panels are covered with light 
orange cloth with a small stitched cross on each and bordered by English machine crocheted cotton 
lace. The hand embroidery throughout uses cotton, silk, rayon, and polyester threads of various colors. 
The folded book measures 3.5 x 4.5 inches. It unfolds to 3.5 x 18.25 inches. The grey wool covering is 
4 x 5 inches folded and 4.5 x 19 inches unfolded. In fine condition. (#31008)
$2,400
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5.  Flack, Audrey; Whitney Chadwick, introduction. 
Audrey flAck SketchBook, 1985-1989. 
Washington DC: Library Fellows, The National Museum of Women in the 
Arts, 1992. 
Number 4 of 20 copies. Signed and numbered by the artist with an original 
drawing in a separate portfolio. Audrey Flack (1931-) is an important 
American artist who is nationally recognized and whose works are in 
major collections throughout the world. She is known as a pioneer in 
Photorealism and has also been inspired by Baroque art. This book is the 
third volume in the artists’ book series published by the Library Fellows 
of The National Museum of Women in the Arts. The sketchbook records 
Flack’s travels from 1985-89, which included trips to Paris, Las Vegas, and 

Fort Lauderdale. The terra cotta pencil sketches that fill the sketchbook are beautifully rendered 
and often intimate. They are reproduced to scale. The book and the 
portfolio for the illustration are bound in a green, black and orange 
marbled cloth. Save for light creases on the free endpapers the 
book is in fine condition. The original drawing is a portrait from a 
Baroque sculpture and measures 4 x 6 inches. Both are housed in a 
brown cloth box with black leather title label affixed to a strip of the 
marbled cloth used for the binding. A lovely copy of this now rare 
book. Unpaginated. Fine. (#26307)  
$345

6.  [Flying Fish Press & Triangular Press] 
Julie Chen and Barbara Tetenbaum. 
ArtiSt’S Book ideAtion cArdS. 
Berkeley and Portland: Flying Fish Press & Triangular 
Press, 2013. Sometimes creating an artists’ book can 
be overwhelming as there are so many choices to make 
and this deck can help with that process. “Use the cards 
to jump-start a new project or inform one that is already 
in progress. There are two decks in the set: category 

cards and adjective cards” (instruction card in deck). The category cards include text, layout, image, 
color, structure, paper, technique. By drawing cards at random from each deck, the artist can shape 
their next project. Numerous book artists including the two creators have utilized the deck to create 
successful books. Both decks are housed in a plastic case. Fine. (#26845) 
$45

7.  [Foolscap Press] 
Highsmith, Patricia (author); Peggy Gotthold and Lawrence G. Van 
Velzer (designer, printer, and binder). 
the SnAilS. 
Foolscap Press, 2016. Number 16 of 100 copies. Snails is a short 
story by Patricia Highsmith (author of The Talented Mr. Ripley) about 
giant snails with huge teeth who inhabit a remote island. When 
an out-of-shape professor decides to visit the island in hopes of 
capturing one of the snails in order to secure fame for himself, his 
plans go awry. A seemingly peculiar topic for a story, it was perfect 
for Highsmith who kept snails as pets and was known to take them 
to parties on leaves of lettuce in her handbag. The book is housed 
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in a brick red cloth box with a cast-paper sculpture 
of a snail shell to the top cover. The book is bound in 
tan cloth with an illustration of a snail pasted down 
to the front cover. Within the folds of the accordion 
structure binding are smaller gatherings of pages, 
which include the text. Illustrations of snails roaming 
the island and encountering the professor are printed 
on the larger pages. An interesting structure, as is 
common with books printed by the Foolscap Press. 
Letterpress printed from polymer plates. [44 pages.] 
Fine. (#31009)  
$500

8.  Hanmer, Karen. 
the model Architect: the pAnic of ‘09. 
Glenview, IL: Karen Hanmer, 2010. 
Number 21 of 30 copies. Signed and numbered by the book artist. This book 
was one of six winners of the “Building by the Book” competition sponsored by 
the Philadelphia Athenaeum and Philadelphia Center for the Book. This work by 
noted book artist Karen Hanmer is based on Samuel Sloan’s 1852 collection of 
house plans and instructions to contractors titled The Model Architect. Hanmer 
juxtaposes Sloan’s historical text and illustrations with modern text from the U.S. 
Department of Housing and Urban Development’s online “Guide to Avoiding 
Foreclosure.” The artist provides commentary in the colophon reflecting on the 
effects of the 2008 financial collapse on her own neighborhood. She states: 
“Samuel Sloan’s The Model Architect was published at the mid point of a century 
marked by cycles of rampant speculation followed by financial collapse. The Panic 
of 1857 came on the heels of publication of Sloan’s work, and put a halt to the 
most active portion of his career. This milieu mirrors what has happened in my own neighborhood of 
modest homes over the past fifteen years. The transformation began with some owners remodeling 
their kitchen, or adding a family room or bedroom. Then larger additions came. Ultimately, the 
houses commanded high prices to be sold as teardowns. Huge new houses were built in their 
places. The construction proceeded with increasingly grandiose features; portions of the facade 
faced with thin sheets of stone, wooden garage doors with cast iron-like fittings, decorative copper 
accents on the roofs, turrets, lions flanking the brick driveways. Now the house across the street, the 

house next door, and the house next door to that are 
all in foreclosure, and soon will be uninhabitable. The 
lawns grow without interruption. Without electricity 
and heat the basements fill with water, the pipes 
burst, the mechanicals are destroyed. Few modest, 
affordable homes remain in the neighborhood.” 
Bound in marbled paper covered boards with black 
leather spine and red leather title label, titled and 
ruled in gilt. Bound using the modern drum leaf 
structure but replicating the look of a 19th century 
book. Housed in an archival paper case with the 
edition number and artist’s contact information 
stamped on the front panel. Measures 14 x 11 x .5 
inches. 48 pages. Fine. (#28762)
$800
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9.  Hanmer, Karen. 
rAndom pASSionS. 
Glenview, IL, 2008. 
1 of 100 copies. Each page depicts the outline of a couple 
from a romance novel cover. The translucent paper allows the 
images to interact and form new combinations. According to 
Sarah Bodman of the University of West England “That shameful 
temptress Karen Hanmer has really done it this time! Under that 
tantalizing red cover is a heady series of swooning ladies and 
masterful men. In a whirlwind of passion, dozens of romance 
novels have been condensed into one steamy artist’s book of 
multiple outlines emerging through transparent papers.” Fine 

in red velvet covered boards with gilt title to front cover. The interior is laser 
printed on vellum paper. Unpaginated [16 pages]. Fine. (#24953)  
$100

10.  Hanmer, Karen. 
to Serve And protect: contAinerS, 
conveyAnceS, And coSmic hAppeningS. 
Glenview, IL: Karen Hanmer, 2014. 
Number 9 of 100 copies. Signed by 
the author. This book was inspired by 
a call for entries by the Guild of Book 
Workers with the theme of “vessel.” 
Karen describes the text of her response 
as 60% memory and 40% casually 
researched, mostly on Wikipedia. Karen’s 
book focuses on the iconic containers 
and conveyances of her childhood and 

adolescence between roughly 1962-1979. She juxtapositions her text with photographs of such 
“vessels” as the Chevy Nova, Crock-Pot, Electric Frying Pan, Mood Ring, Frye Boots, the 747, and 
more. Her words are often amusing, but they also offer astute observations on her family and our 
society during the period covered. This is the deluxe edition with marbled paper covers by Pamela 
Smith. Digitally printed and housed in a purple paper covered slip case. Digitally printed. In fine 
condition. 5 x 7 inches. Unpaginated [26 pages] Fine. (#28829)
$350

11.  Holman, Shireen. 
time. 
Montgomery Village, MD: Shireen Holman, 2013. 
Number 15 of 20 copies signed and numbered by the artist. This 
complex and beautiful artist’s book explores time from the viewpoints 
of religion, literature, science, and philosophy. The book artist, Shireen 
Modak Holman, has been a printmaker for more than thirty-five years 
and a book artist for more than twenty. She was born in India, and 
her work often involves the interaction of her Indian and American 
cultures. She states that she is fascinated by time and spent several 
years reading, sketching, and selecting texts to illustrate the imagery 
she was creating as she tried to visually express time. She has used 
texts from the writings of Shakespeare, Tagore, Einstein, Thoreau, 
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Hawking, and others. As the design of the book came together, she created a full-sized colored 
pencil mock-up. The finished book consists of woodcuts printed onto pulp-painted handmade 
paper. The text was letterpress printed on gampi paper 
and then pasted onto the handmade sheets. The pages are 
folded in such a way that one can see a little of each of the 
subsequent pages from the current page. Thus from the 
beginning to the end of the book one can see a little of the 
future from the present. Each page has semicircular areas cut 
out so that the calendar at the bottom right of the colophon 
page is visible at all times. Housed in a cream paper clamshell 
box with the title “Time” in raised letters affixed vertically to 
the cover. Linen spine. In fine condition. Accompanied by a 
softcover book titled “The Making of the Artist Book ‘Time.’” 
Unpaginated. [16 pages]. 13.75 x 19.25 inches. (#31003)  
$2,000

12.  [In Cahoots Press] 
Chadwick, Macy. 
the topogrAphy of home. 
Oakland: In Cahoots Press, 2009. 
Macy Chadwick formed the In Cahoots Press in 2002. Her work 
often addresses memory, communication, and connections 
between people. She is currently teaching book arts and 
letterpress at the Academy of Art University, the San Francisco 
Art Institute, and the San Francisco Center for the Book. 2 of 50 
copies. Signed and numbered by the artist. “The Topography 
of Home is the artist’s attempted reconciliation of living in 

the present while longing for the remembered feelings of the past, embodied in her childhood 
hometown. Imagery of letterpress printed maps convey a more emotional than geographical terrain; 
events and places are recorded and revisited, worried over and longed for. The book’s pages are 
punctuated with silk tissue apertures, allowing the viewer to look ahead to a piece of the imagery on 
the next page, and then, as the page is turned, to look back at a small part of the image on the page 
before. This sequential aspect of the book literally and metaphorically has the reader both seeing 
the past through the present and looking forward through history’s gauze” (Macy Chadwick). Fine 
in blue paper covered boards with title pastedown to front board. Printed with pressure prints and 
polymer plates on Mohawk Superfine and French’s Extra Blue Butcher paper. The window images are 
hand-stenciled on Silk Tissue. [21 pages.] Fine. (#21560)  
$700

13.  [Intima Press] 
Belloff, Mindy, artist and designer. 
in the gArden of eArthly delightS. 
New York: Intima Press, 2014. 
Number 4 of 12 copies signed and numbered by well-known book artist 
Mindy Belloff, This superb book from Mindy’s Intima Press was inspired by 
and taken from Hieronymus Bosch’s renowned three-panel painting, the 
Garden of Earthly Delights (1490-1516). This famous work, full of symbolism 
and subject to endless interpretation, depicts the Garden of Eden, earthly 
pleasures and pursuits, and humanity’s punishment in Hell. Mindy created 
eleven color intaglio prints of deep bite copper etchings with hand painting 
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in watercolor, gouache, and ink. Each beautiful print is unique within the 
limited edition, printed on Somerset cotton rag papers corresponding 
to the painting’s three panels from left to right, progressing from 
white (Section I), to tan (Section II), to gray (Section III). The book also 
has three original poems by Amy Lemmon, Steven Gentile, and Rich 
Turnbull, each preceding a section and also inspired by Bosch’s painting. 
Letterpress printed on a Vandercook Universal III Automatic A/B Press. 
In a concertina sewn spine binding in quarter-bound pink buffalo 
skin over Somerset white papers, with leather tip corners and leather 
ornamental onlays, bound by Celine Lombardi. Protected by a paper 
tri-fold enclosure with light grey leather spine with title label. Housed in 
a pink buffalo skin slip case. In fine condition. (#29214)  
$3,500

14.  [Knight Library Press] 
Rogers, Pattiann; Margot Voorhies Thompson (illustrator). 
AnimAlS And people. the humAn heArt in conflict With itSelf. 
Knight Library Press / University of Oregon, 2002. 
Number 36 of 100 copies. There were 10 additional lettered copies for 
participants. Signed by the artist and author. A haunting essay by Pattiann Rogers 
about the relationship between animals and people. She describes both our love 
and adoration of animals but also our exploitation and cruelty: “Some of us like 
to sculpt them and make statues and carvings 
of them ... Some of us like to go out and catch 
them and kill them and eat them.” Pattiann has 
won numerous awards for her poetry including 

a Guggenheim Fellowship and the Lannan Award for Poetry. 
Bound in flexible boards with black morocco spine and red paste 
paper covered boards. Features four etchings by Margot Voorhies 
Thompson printed on Mulberry paper. Includes a CD of the author 
reading her work. Printed on Heinemule Heine in handset Bembo 
for the body text. Housed in a red cloth clamshell box. Flexible 
covers. Fine in fine box. (#24735)  
$500

15.  Krause, Dorothy Simpson. 
river of grASS. 
MA: Viewpoint Editions, 2012. 
Number 22 of 36 copies. According 
to noted book artist Dorothy 
Simpson Krause, “This homage 
to Marjory Stoneman Douglas 
(1947-1997) and her seminal 
book, The Everglades: River of 
Grass combines my images of the 

Everglades with historic photographs, documents, and maps. Forty miles wide and over 100 miles 
long this slow moving river ranges from a few inches to a few feet in depth. Only half its original 
size, the Everglades has been largely destroyed to meet the demands of urban and agricultural 
growth. The ongoing battle for restoration of the Everglades is a moral test which hopefully we 
will pass.” The book’s exquisite images evoke the beauty and mystery of the Everglades, which are 
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“one of the unique regions of the earth, remote, never wholly known” (Marjory Douglas). Printed 
on Yu Kou paper, on a laser printer with letterpress overlay. Interleaved with Yu Kou light tissue 
guards. All of the unbound pages are housed in an envelope enclosure made from brown Lokta Oil 
Paper to reference a packet of documents an early settler might have carried.  The closure on the 
envelope is a native mahogany tree seedpod with rawhide and thread tie. This book was produced 
while Krause was Artist-in-Residence at the Jaffe Center for Book Arts, Wimberly Library, Florida 
Atlantic University, and was published under the auspices of Minerva: The Press at Wimberly. In fine 
condition. (#26253)  
$875

16.  Lapointe, Denise. 
cent pour cent fiBreS SAnS grAS. 
Montreal : Editions Denise Lapointe, 2006. 
108 of 110 copies. A witty and engaging work by book artist Denise 
Lapointe. Open a brown paper lunch bag and pull out a sandwich! 
The “bread” slices are thick paper about 1/2 inch thick. Inside is an 
accordion style lime green paper construction on which are printed 
various adages in French about food and drink. Between its fold are 
slices of Swiss cheese and lunch meat in appropriate colors of paper. Quite fun. Fine. (#30575) 
$80

17.  [Lone Oak Press] 
Rorer, Abigail. 
mAtriArch of the foreSt. 
Petersham, MA: The Lone Oak Press, 2009. 
Number 26 of 66 copies. Signed by the artist. A 
poignant poem about a beautiful tree that is slowly 
dying and reflections on author’s own mortality. 
Illustrated by the author with five wood engravings. 
In the enclosed Afterword the artist elaborates on 
her relationship with the tree: “One day we were 
surprised to discover a string of scarlet beads 
hanging on our beloved tree. They didn’t seem to 

belong there. After work on The Matriarch of the Forest [a book about our favorite tree] was complete, 
the engraving of the branch with the beads reminded us of the garish red polish painted on the 
fingernails of an elderly friend who was approaching the end of her life. She was unable to articulate 
her wishes any longer ... and we knew she would have hated [the red polish]. It diminished her dignity 
in the same way the scarlet beads defiled the tree.” Fine in blue paper wrappers with cream cloth and 
paper title label. Wood grained endpapers. Housed in a grey cloth covered slipcase with a copy of the 
paper bound two page Afterword included. Unpaginated. [10 pages.] Fine. (#30545)  
$185

18.  March, Sandra. 
projecte AnAtomicA - Soft & economy. 
Barcelona: Printed at The Private Space for Sandra March, 2012. 
One of 100 copies. This book is the catalogue for Projecte Antomica, an inventive and thought-
provoking project by Spanish book and installation artist, Sandra March. She describes the project 
as a “work that operates somewhere between the old and the new, plays with the imagination, 
and uses irony to discuss the excessive aestheticism of the current era, demystifying it. It consists of 
different parts organized around two themes, the representation of the human body and anatomy. 
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The project and the book consist of eight pieces that are numbered and 
correlated. They allow the project to be considered as a whole or as independent 
parts. Various media were used in this project, including drawings, computer 
graphics, photography, and sculpture. The catalogue also includes two additional 
booklets - the prologue and the 
documentation. The latter has 
a bibliography and a physical 
description of each part of the 
catalogue. Text is in Spanish, 
Catalan, and English. In fine 
condition. The ten booklets are 
housed in a brown paper envelope 
that in turn is in a tulle bag. Each 
piece is 8 x 11 inches. Unpaginated. 
(#27866)
$250

19.  [Messenger Press] 
Carrigan, Valerie. 
meSSenger. 
North Adams, MA: Messenger Press, 2004. 
Number 26 of 40 copies signed and numbered by book artist Valerie 
Carrigan. She won the Juror’s Award for best book in show in 2014 at 
Pyramid Atlantic’s biannual book arts fair. The book was also selected 
for the juried exhibition of the 100th Anniversary of the Guild of 
Book Workers. Valerie created this moving and compelling work in 
tribute to her sister after she died. Powerful close-up black and white 
images of birds are juxtaposed with text about encounters with birds 
Valerie experienced. The birds presented in the book - a barred 
owl, northern flicker, bald eagle, pileated woodpecker, and evening 
grosbeak - “are messengers, urging us to pay attention to the world 

around and within us”. In the colophon she writes: “Wonder strikes at the soul unexpectedly against 
a backdrop of the common and everyday. “Messenger” was born of such moments, created for Julie 
Rae Carrigan who believed all living things have souls.” With five loose bird images, each in a paper 
folder with letterpress text on the front cover. The images began as monotypes and translated to offset 
lithography. Printed on Arches Hot Press. Text was set in Tiepolo and printed from polymer plates 
on Mohawk Satin Cover. Housed in a grey silk covered slipcase with bird image inset on top. In fine 
condition. 11.5 x 14 inches. (#28130) 
$675

20.  Pauly, Bettina. 
A Sun thAt riSeS. 
San Francisco: Bettina Pauly, 2013. 
Number 7 of 10 copies. Signed and numbered by the book artist. This powerful work was created 
for the “An Inventory of Al-Mutanabbi Street” project. In March 2007 a car bomb exploded on Al-
Mutanabbi Street, the center of Iraqi bookselling. Thirty people were killed and more than 100 were 
wounded. Bettina is one of the many artists who responded to a call from San Francisco poet and 
bookseller Beau Beausoleil to join a coalition of writers, poets, and artists wanting to show solidarity 
with Al-Mutanabbi Street - to lament the attack and to commemorate the ultimate power of words. 
Bettina is a German-born book artist based in San Francisco. She describes her book: “The text I 
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used...is the same text I used for the ‘Al-Mutanabbi Street starts here’ broadside. It is taken from the 
documentary ‘A Candle for Shabandar Cafe’, filmed by Emad Ali in 2007. Abdul Satar (Abu Ali) is 
shown in the documentary in front of the Cafe where they are holding vigil for the people who died in 
the bombing. He is talking about destruction throughout the centuries, about continuing cruel violence 
and he ends with the words ‘there is still a sun that rises and there is hope despite all the destruction’. 
This after the bombing had taken its toll of his family, his livelihood, his life. With the choice of colours 
- the etching pulled in a grey/black, the letterpress printed text in a dark red/brown, the stitching a 
dark red, the silk ribbon a vibrant red, the clamshell box covered in a smoky black - I am trying to give 
this piece the feeling of the destruction, the smoke, the flames, the blood, the scars left behind. The 
vibrant color of the ribbon is the color of the sunrise seen through air thick with smoke.” The book is 
an accordion structure letterpress 
printed on BFK paper, with the text 
and the red stitching printed atop 
an abstract etching that darkens with 
each page. Hand-died red ribbons 
are attached. Housed in a clamshell 
box with title label and cut-out 
window. In fine condition. 6 x 5.5” 
(44” when fully extended). (#28100) 
$750

21.  Price, Robin. 
43 According to roBin price, With AnnotAted BiBliogrAphy. 
Middletown, CT: Robin Price, Publisher, 2007. 
Number 49 of 86 copies. Robin Price has designed, printed, 
and published books for over twenty-five years. Her works can 
be found in university and public library collections throughout 
North America and Europe. This book is particularly personal, 
as well as complex and mysterious. Ms. Price says that “Text 
excerpts from 86 books significant to me-mostly other artist’s 
books-were gathered using formulas based on the number 
43, which was my age at the genesis of the project.” In her 
announcement for this book, she says that simple formulas, 
using modular arithmetic with the number 43, were applied 
to categories such as page number, paragraph, sentence, line 

of poetry, etc. The text is grouped by subject matter into sixteen page spreads. Titles of spreads 
include “Water,” “Counting,” and “Flora.” Paper maps from locations along the 43rd parallels are 
bound in an accordion that structurally supports the main text, which is printed on graph paper and 
also hinged together as an accordion. A Legend Card and supplemental Annotated Bibliography 
are included. The unusual double-layer accordion is housed in 
an olive-green cloth-covered clamshell box with a river section 
printed in blue, and a map-paper spine label. The book was 
co-designed and co-produced with Daniel E. Kelm at the Wide 
Awake Garage. The typefaces are hand-set ATF Garamond 
and Kabel. Six colors are printed letterpress. All additional 
printing within the structure is also letterpress, except for the 
laser-printed text sheets of the 32 page bibliography. 11.75 x 8 
x 1.5 inches, opens to 20 ft wide; 32 pages with supplemental 
32 page booklet. (#24237)  
$2,250
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22.  Robbins, Sarah. 
StrAngerS. 
Baltimore: Sarah Robbins, 2011. 
UNIQUE artists’ book. Overwhelmed by the strangeness 
of a new city and its people, Robbins created a fan book 
of bizarre new faces. Each page features a long neck 
topped with a face - some being fairly realistic, while others 
have deformities, extra heads, extra eyes, or otherwise 
exaggerated features. All pages are held together with a 
post and screw binding, allowing them to be spread out 
and viewed simultaneously. It is hand-drawn in black and 
white ink on red, tan, and grey papers. “Sarah Robbins 
is an illustrator, printmaker, and book artist living in 

Baltimore, Maryland. Her work focuses on feminist themes, visual journalism, and a love for folklore 
and the natural world. She co-runs PaperBase, a community letterpress shop and studio space, often 
combining her talents with other artists to create collaborative work which bridges the commercial 
illustration and fine art printmaking worlds” (book artist). Her illustrations have been featured in several 
periodicals including the New York Times and Baltimore Magazine. [24 pages.] (#29330)  
$250

23.  Thomas, Donna. 
hetch hetchy florA. A collection of WildfloWerS pAinted on mAy 22, 2013. 
Santa Cruz CA: Peter & Donna Thomas, 2013. 
Number 15 of 35 copies. A beautiful production from noted California book 
artists and papermakers Peter and Donna Thomas. Donna has spent years 
painting California wildflowers, and has produced four limited edition books 
and numerous one-of-a-kind books featuring her illustrations. All of those books 
have been miniature and Donna decided to make a larger book with actual-
sized watercolor paintings of California wildflowers. To limit the scope of the 
work she decided to make a book of the flowers she could find and paint in 
one day, She chose to paint in Hetch Hetchy Resevoir. Early in the morning on 
May 22, 2013 Donna walked from the parking lot of the O’Shaughnessy Dam, 
following the trail around the reservoir, studying the wildflowers, noting the 

varieties in bloom and the best specimen to paint. When the light was perfect for painting, she walked 
the return trip, stopping to paint her chosen flowers. From the dam she painted a landscape looking 
back over the area she had just painted in. Over the next few months she designed the book, painted 
the borders on each of the original watercolors, wrote 
the text and created the original text pages. Peter 
created a paper for the project he felt would emulate 
the feel of the granite walls of the Hetch Hetchy valley. 
Peter also made another stronger and slightly different 
color of granite paper for the end pages, and an 
off-white sheet of paper to print the illustrations on. 
Donna’s original watercolors were printed directly onto 
Peter’s paper using a Cannon digital printer. Those 
prints were then sewn by hand onto the accordion 
folded sheets of “granite” paper. The covers feature 
a wooden “plant press” over blue Moroccan grain 
leather-covered boards. This plant press is a lattice 
of strong hardwoods, most of walnut modeled 
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after those used in the early 1900s by botanists like Jepson. There are nine watercolor paintings of 
wildflowers, one painting of Hetch Hetchy Reservoir from O’Shaughnessy Dam, one watercolor painted 
map, and five ornamental pages of handwritten and rubricated text. The book is housed in a blue 
cloth clamshell box with a decorative title label on the front. In fine condition. 11.5 by 8.25 by 1.5”. 20 
accordion pages. Fine. (#28036)
$875

24.  [Verdigris] 
Rothchild, Judith 
(illustrator); Ruth Fainlight. 
nAcre. 
France: Verdigris, 2010. 
Number 8 of 50 copies. 
DELUXE EDITION 
presented in a clamshell 
box with one of the 
original copper plates and 

a nacreous shell. Signed by the author and artist. Verdigris describes itself as a micropublisher that was 
created in the south of France through the collaboration of the American printmaker Judith Rothchild 
and the English printer Mark Lintott. They produce only 2-3 books each year and each is limited to a 
maximum of 50 copies. Their books are represented in major collections throughout the world. Nacre 
features six sensual poems by Ruth Fainlight and eight meticulous mezzotint illustrations by Rothchild. 
It is covered in marbled paper and bound in the form of a leporello. The spine 
is backed with red linen and is titled in black. The mezzotints, which depict 
oyster shells, are printed on Hahnemulhe paper by the artist. The handset 
text was letterpress printed by Mark Lintott who also made the box. The box 
matches the binding of the book with red linen spine and marbled paper 
covered boards titled in black on the spine and front cover. In addition to the 
book the box houses one of the eight cancelled copper plates and a polished 
nacreous shell. A beautiful production. In fine condition. [22 pages.] (#25158) 
$2,500

25.  [Walking Bird Press] 
Bryant, Tara (book artist); Lewis Carroll (text). 
doWn the rABBit hole. 
Newfoundland: Walking Bird Press, 2017. 
Second edition, revised and expanded. Number 
6 of 60 copies, signed and numbered by the 
artist. A tunnel book featuring text from the 
scene in which Alice falls down the rabbit 
hole in Alice in Wonderland. This interesting 
book structure invites the reader to first lift the 
twig handle attached to the first panel and 
then to pull the ribbon tied around the book, 
which releases the front wrapper. Once the 
wrapper is unfolded, the reader can use the 
twig handle to pull the book upwards, panel 
by panel. A laser cut square, which rotates in 

orientation and gradually diminishes in size on each panel, creates a tunnel - or Alice’s rabbit hole. 
The text is letterpress printed along the edges of each cut square. The hinges connecting the board 
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are Japanese paper as is the wrapper covering the book. This book is 
accompanied by a booklet bound in the traditional codex style with 
blue paper wrappers. This 16 page letterpress printed booklet includes 
the full text by Lewis Carroll from this classic scene. Housed in an olive 
green cloth clamshell box with paper title label to spine. This second 
edition differs from the first edition of nine years ago in that it includes 
the booklet, box, and is made with sturdier materials. Fine. (#31011) 
$650

26.  [Windhorse Press] 
Shukhin, Tatiana. 
cheSS. 
DC: Windhorse Press, 2011. 
Number 4 of 8 copies, signed by the artist. In Russian. According to the book 
artist this “book recounts a story of a child learning to play chess with book 
pages numbered as chessboard squares. The child does not want to follow 
the game’s rules by making two moves each turn, not allowing his pieces to 
be taken, etc. In the end the child removes all pieces from the board with only 
two kings remaining and proclaims that ‘Kings walk slowly but always make 
quick decisions’”. In the form of a dialogue, the text is based on personal 
experience from trying to teach chess to her son. The book is bound in black 
cloth with a small red paper square inset to the front cover. The images were 
printed using a carved plastic plate and the text was printed on a laser printer. 

Housed in a whimsical red cloth box which opens in an unusual manner. A miniature book measuring 
1.75 x 2 inches in a box measuring 2.5 x 2.75 inches. Born in Moscow, Tatiana has been interested 
in books and bookmaking since her childhood. She holds degrees from the Moscow University of 
Printing, the University of Maryland, and the Corcoran College of Art and Design. Her work is in 
collections nationwide and she has recently won an award for traditional illustration. She currently 
resides in Takoma Park, Maryland with her family. Unpaginated. Fine. Hardcover. (#31004)  
$250

27.  [Windhorse Press] 
Shukhin, Tatiana. 
murmurS. 
DC: Windhorse Press, 2011. 
Number 7 of 12 copies. Signed by the artist. In Russian 
and English. This book is based on recollections from 
the artist’s childhood about her relationship with 
her grandmother. After years of knowing her, she is 
perplexed to learn that she speaks another language, 
has not always lived in Russia, and has a very different 
personal history than once assumed. She works through 
this revelation and ultimately forms a deeper bond and 
understanding with her grandmother. The text is printed 
in English with Russian entwined as the narrator gradually embraces her grandmother’s revelation. 
The book is bound in red paper wrappers with black title and illustration printed on front cover. The 
binding is handsewn using red and grey threads. It is printed using stone lithography for the images 
and lithographic pronto-plates for the text. Printed at the Corcoran Print Shop on Canson Velin 
Arches paper. Housed in a red cloth covered clamshell box with inset illustration to front panel. Folio. 
Unpaginated. [16 pages.] Born in Moscow, Tatiana has been interested in books and bookmaking 
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since her childhood. She 
holds degrees from the 
Moscow University of 
Printing, the University of 
Maryland, and the Corcoran 
College of Art and Design. 
Her work is in collections 
nationwide and she has 
recently won an award for 
traditional illustration. She 
currently resides in Takoma 
Park, Maryland with her 
family. Fine. (#29131)  
$750

28.  Zussman, Na’ama. 
A Survey of A World. 
Washington DC: Na’ama Zussman, 2015. 
Number 7 of 12 copies. A beautifully conceived and produced book from 
Na’ama Zussman, a powerful new book artist originally from Israel. She 
describes her book: “A Survey of a World scrutinizes interactions between map 
and territory, along with memory and reality, whether of the surveyor herself 
- the creator of this artist’s book - or of other people. It surveys and seeks to 
capture the doubt in the role of the surveyor, and the inevitable immersion in 
this role. A Survey of a World portrays the endeavour of grasping the moment 
ahead of the impression of the territory, when doubt turns into representation.” 
Na’ama’s exquisite images are interwoven with her evocative text as she 
ponders interactions, memory, and reality. Bound in brown Cialux book cloth, 

with a goatskin leather spine. 
The images throughout the 
book were created through the 
screen printing process and 
are done on lovely Thai Kozo 
paper. The text is composed in 
Meta Capitals and Constantia. 
The book is housed in a 
surveyor’s bag made out of 
grey cashmere, with a leather 
string. The colophon is in a 
pocket on the back of the bag. 
Unpaginated. Fine. (#28553) 
$1,500


